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INTRODUCTION

Foundr,1 work was first introduoed into schools
some thirty ysars ago.

At this time aluminium alloys were

generally used, Ul4 and L146 being the most sui table.

Some

eohools were a little more adventuresome and involved
themselves with casting iron and brasses, but the high
temperatures, obnoxious gases, noisy furnaces and inadequate
extraction, coupled with "length and cost of melt and the
necessity of close furnace supervision, proved too much
of a handioap for most.

Few persisted for long in their

attempts to introduce these materials into school.

Progress

was virtually halted when legislation placed school workshops
under the" jurisdiction of factory inspectors.

This had

several very desirable effects in the long term and, although
working conditions in schools still lag far behind those of
industry, several positive developments were made.

Standards

were raised by the insistence on adequate ventilation, efficient
extraotion systems and a general tightening of safety in all
its aspeot ••

Prior to thie, in the workshop area, educational
suppliers had paid little heed to developing eduoational
needs.

Initially, in the foundr,1 field, the options ware

to purchase small industrial gas and air furnaoes, or for
the enthusiast to design and construct his own.

Such initiative
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has, thankfully, always been in abundance amongst Craft/Design
teachers, In many instances teaching staff involved lacked
basio foundr,y training, balanoed valves were not available
and several blow-back explosions were reoorded.

All round

foundry care in schools laoked the oontrol neoessary to
bring it up to desirable safety standards.

But, ss is so

often the oase, the enthusiasts had focused attention on
an area new in eduoation worthy of development.

In the last thirty years there has been muoh
progress, new alloys have besn developed and the need for
IJUpport in schools has been recognised by

indust~al

ooncerns,

.
in both a supportive role'and
J.n the development2 of equipment

speoifioally designed for educational needs.

This has not bean the oase in all aspeots of
industrial development.

There has been little oommunioation

between the pattern making industry and schools.

The

demands made on the pattern maker are still as great as
ever.

He is still one of the most skilful of engineers,

working to very fine toleranoes, produoing oomplex laminated
struotures, designed to oounteraot shrinkage in high grade
Boft woods.

This work still oonsumes a large proportion

of both his training period and produotive time, but he now
UB8S

many new materials in his oraft.

The numbers involved

in suoh work have deoreased dramatioally, due, to a large extent,
, Appendix I

Foseoo.

Page 20.

2APpendix 11 Flamefast. Page 21.

- 3 to ohanging teohnology within the industry.

The ability

to oopy and make patterns in polymers, resins and plasters
has developed signifioantly, but these ohanges have not
yet percolated extensively into the eduoational field.

1

Developments in plasters too, have advanced
at some pace.

To date this has been of little interest

to those outside related industry, but some of these
developments have educational significance.

There must be a constant searoh to improve the
tools of learning.

When untried materials and processes,

new or old, present opportunities to simplify or accelerate
the learning process, children must be given the opportunity
to use them.

The resultant reward of sucoees

can only drive them on to achieve heights they would not
otherwise have attained.

It is in the interest of both ohildren and teacher
that the potential of suoh materials and prooesses be made
kn01ll1.

1

Appendix

III Page 22.
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It has long been oommon practice to stimulate
thought by providing ohildren with scissors, paper, card
and various building kits in problem solving situations,
but plastio modelling materials, clay and plasters are
too frequently oonfined to the junior sohool level.
Without acoeS8 to these materials a creative void may
develop;

such materials add a three-dimensional

depth to thinking, allowing relationships to be
established which in two-dimensional expression are
often not manifest, or, at best, very obscure~

2

The use of plasters in school to develop
design thinking presents several advantages.

Numerous

teohniques can be employed to produce casts to illustrate
the basio principles of moulding.

Kould oavities oan be

easily fashioned using paper, oard, timber and sand to
assist in the difficult ooncept of thinking in reverse.
Produoing moulds from simple male patterns and encouraging
visual oomparison between the re suI tant cavity and the
original shape reinforoes this concept.

IAPpendix IV Page 27.
2Appendix In Page 2~..

Vinyl moulding
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,

materials are ideal for this purpose, their flexibility
providing the facility for negative draw, their texture
eliminating the need for separating agents, and their
recycling capacity making them oost effective.

In the industrial situation the need for a high
quality preoision pattern is of paramount importanoe.
Pattern produotion is very time oonsuming, espeoially
2

if industrial standards and techniques are applied.
~h.

old adage that the quality of the oast can only

equal the quality of the mould whioh oan only equal the qUality
of the pattern still rings true.

Educationally the precision,

quality of detail and general finish assooiated with
industry is rarely necessary.

The production of patterns

for school use need not be a time oonsuming oocupation
and need not follow the methods of the professional
pattern maker.

There are many materials that can be

easily fashioned to form the patterns necessary to
produoe mould cavities.

Plasters lend themselves to

the produotion of simple shapes either as oast or
carved.

3

Plastioins and other modelling media are easily

moulded and when refrigerated are suffioiently rigid
to hold fine detail when moulded in aand.

Using this simple

technique the basio principle of casting oan be speedily

I

Appendix V Page 3EL

2

Appendix

3

Appendix

VI Page

4().

VII Page 40'

\
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illustrated and the more oomplex oonoept conoerned with
the oasting of voids is easily explained by the introduotion
of plastioine oores and oore prints.

To lay a foundation in the basic principles
of casting early in the stages of the design thinking
prooess, using materials Whioh give rapid results,develops
an awareness of a prooess whioh frequently reoeives only
soant attention in sohools.

With suoh a foundation the way is olear to
develop the more advanoed teohniques necessary to enable
students to oonsider the advantages of oast oomponents in
future design developments.

\
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CHAPTER

PATTERN
KATERIALS

'!''lVO

MAKING

AND

TECHNIQUES

The objeotive of the pattern-maker is to produce

accurately dimensioned stable shapes, whioh with the aid
of a parting fluid or powder release easily from the
moulding media leaving a clean detailed oavity to
acoept the oasting.

The moulding media is frequently

a bonded sand and the oasting is generally metal.

The oost of such pattern work is very high,
the work involved being both intricate and time consuming.
The life of the pattern must be such, that its cost can
be recouped by its continual use.

To this end great

care is taken in its construction in order to attain
the strength required to withstand the rigors of moulding.
Traditionally timber has been the basis of all pattern
making, high grade softwoods generally being preferred.
The unstable nature of timber presents problems of
its own in pattern design, where the dimensions must
remain constant to a few hundredths of a millimeter,
in spite of the oontinual shrinkage and expansion of
the timber.

'!'his is particularly important where

Qylindrioal shapes are oonoerned.

\
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To overoome these problems the pattern maker
~ollows

a set

o~

basic rules, all patterns made in timber

being laminated in segments in suoh a way that only the
1

side grain of the timber is exposed to the moulding media.
~is

produoes a pattern that retains its shape and is

extremely strong.

It a1l50 has the added advantage that

all end grain is oonoealed, eliminating the moulding
problem of pattern drag that frequently oocurs when
the end grain of timber oontaots damp moulding materials.

~s

with most other oraft skills, new materials

and teohnologies have ohanged the work style of the
pattern maker, and although the traditional materials
and teohnique are still extensively used, ploymers,
resins and foundry plasters are frequently preferred.
The introduction of these materials has brought new
skills into the industr,r. it is generally aocepted
that these are not as demanding as the old;

the
3

production of duplicate and match plate patterns,
~or

example, requires little training.

)dost of the materials used in this work
have little application in sohool, they are either
2

too expensive, obtainable only in bulk, or are

\

o~

suoh a toxio nature that health hazards make them
unaui table.

Their use in industr,r 18 none-the-lesB thought

provoking and, bearing in mind that educationally, pattern
1~ppendix

40.
2
Appendix VIn Page 44.
VI

Page

3

Appendix

XVIII

Page

68.

- 9 life,

accura~,

and general durability are not always

an important factor, less expensive and safe materials
are available to enable children to follow more closely
today's industrial practices using-materials that bring
rapid results.

Water Fillable Polyester~for example form
the basis of a number of cost effeotive workable materials
for use in thie and other craft/deSign areas.
emulsify easily I

These

a one-to-one ratio of resin and water,

with the addition of hardener, produces a material
w1 th the working qual1 ties approaching that of wet

sycamore.

Other advantages are that surface detail

can be cast, or blanks with minimal machining allowances
produced thus reducing material wastage.

Water Fillable Polyesters possess very good
working properties: responding well to most conventional
manipulative techniques associated with wood and metal
working tools and machines.

The texture of the

material is such that tools maintain their cutting

...,

edges for much longer periods and results are more
speedily attained.

'!'he material itself is very

stable, ideally suited to many aspects of pattern
production and the water captivated during
emulsification prevents the dusting which i8 normally
'Appendix IX

Page 4$.

2APPENDIX

Page 4(0.

IX
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a hazard when working polymers.

1

The use of pattern plasters can also be very
rewarding, producing results and allowing design
not otherwise possible.
by

1"08800

though~s

Pattern plasters are produoed

specifically for the foundr,r industry.

Thi.

range of hard plasters formulated primarily to withstand
the high oompression loads in the mass production of
sand oores, resin, oil bonded and CO2 shell moulds, is
ideally suited to withstand the ravages of the novioe
moulder, damaged patterns being easily replaoed from
the preserved master.

Suoh plasters are only available

in industrial quantities and being autoclaved products
are expensive.

There are, however, occasions when

such expenditure can be justified, (see Chapter 3), but
for general use where pattern life is of little
importance and children are involved with one-off
castings, finish plasters beyond their shelf life, used
in the building trade are generally adequate.

1

Appendix

III

Page 21·
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CHAPTER

THE

USE

OF

ZINC

THREE

ALLOYS

Ili

SCHOOLS

Foundry plasters are more expensive than the
plasters normally used in schools, but their occasional
use can be justified. The detail these produce and their
durability make possible the produotion of permanent metal
moulds.

This, in its turn, allows zino based alloys to

be oonsidered as a craft/design media.

The processes

involved have a number of advantageous educational features.

Most zinc alloys require a quick ohill in order
to give the solidified metal the small grain size essential

to its mechanical strength.

In industrial die casting~

where zinc based alloys are the most widely used, the steel
dies ohill the metal in seconds.

Where permanent metal

moulds are involved in gravity oasting the same occurs,
sometimes the chill is accelerated by water oooling.
first it may appear

~hat

At

neither of these induetrial

processes have any application in school, the precision
and teohnology involved in the manufacture of steel dies
and the oast iron moulds. placing them out of the reach of
eduoational applioation.

2-

The use of hard pattern plasters, however, makes
it possible to oast rsversals of existing patterns without

,Appendix
2

Appendix

."'~.

XVII

Page

III

Page 22. and Appendix

XVII

Page

64·
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loss of detail or significant change in dimension.

These

plasters in turn oan be used as patterns for casting
permanent moulds in Aluminium.

The resultant metal oavi ty

will provide suffioient ohill for Kazao 3 to solidify
quiokly, produoing castings with small grain size whioh
give a mechanioal strength very olose to that of a
oommercially produoed die casting.

The pouring

~stems

be

part of the pattern

and~cast

should form an integral
into the plaster reversal,

Careful consideration being given to the design of these
systems and to the method of ejeotion of the cast from
the mould~

The use of permanent metal moulds opens up new
opportunities fo~ all children: and is especially beneficial
to those in the lower ability range; threads, bushes, and
other inclusions can be produced pricr to casting: and placed
in the mould oavity.

This can eliminate many exacting and

time consuming machining operations whioh are beyond the
oapabilities of many ohildren, giving them the satisfaction
of the practical realisations of tasks otherwise beyond
their oapabilities. The precision, quality and ease of
the production of such oastings, leads to a muoh speedier
turn over of work, giving greater stimulus and satisfaction.

,Appendix

X

Page 48.

2APpendix

XI

Page 4~.

3

See aocompanying Video.

~

- 13 The designing of the moulds demands A close

understandi~

of foundry principles and allows the introduction of
teohniques whioh closely resemble the industrial practices
related to the casting of zinc alloys.

The commercial

and industrial importance of these alloys, and our dependence
on them oan then be more easily emphasiaed.

SUch an

Awareness, ooupled with the practioal means to cast zino alloys
oan only add a realistio dimension to the design

thinkin~

prooess.

The main problem associated with the use of zinc
alloys in schools revolves round the need for a rapid chill
of metal.

AI though the use of permanent aluminium moulds

2

makes this possible, and the prooess itself opens up new
opportuni ties for ohildren, zino alloys normally assooiated
with the pressure die casting industry are totally unsuited
for sand and investment oasting.

It is recognised that all

schools will not have the facility to produce permanent
moulds.

Reoent researoh, however, has made available

new zino alloys that have the versatility to be cast in
Virtually. any mould cavity.

The meohanical strength of

these alloys, whioh is 'comparable to cast brasses and
bronzes, is not affected by the period of solidification.
1

IBJ"8m 12 produoed by Mazao Ltd. is such an alloy.

alloy has many of the properties of )lazac 3.

This

11; is simple

and eoonomioal to use with low melting costs, Virtually

1

Appendix

2 Appen d'l.X

XII Page 49.
1VU:

fage 60.

\
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no dross, no fumes and is not susceptible to gas piok
o

up below 520 C.

It produoes olean oastings wi 'Ul fine

reproduotion of detail and, if neoessary, thin seotion;
iB relatively free from Bhrinkage and gas porosity, is
eaB7 to maohine, accepts painted and plated finishes,
has good oorrosion resistanoe, and with proper foundry
oare has a re~oling capacity of 97~ without loss of
metal quality.

Unlike lIazac 3 this alloy can be cast

in Band moulds.

The oapabili ty of Kayem 12 to maintain its
mechanical strength irrespective of oooling rate gives
it other potential for use in school.

Cast into hot

cavities even thinner sections and finer detail beoomes
possible, permanent aluminium moulds can be used hot
for repetitive casting, oil bound sands used as shell moulds)
I

fIH~. directly from the oven, and the insulating ·propertieB

of investment plasters oan be used to great advantage in
the development of techniques giving greater precision
and quality to oasting in schools.

- 15 CHAPTER
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TO
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CASTING

IN

SCHOOL

The precision and quality of industrial casting
is often such that it se8mS unrealistic to aim for suoh
standards in sohools.

Die and investment oastings are

frequently produoed to be used as cast, eliminating the
neoessity of oostly machining and finishing prooesses.

With the aid of foundr,r and investment plasters,
together with the alloys now aVailable, it is possible to
develop techniques in school to produce castings that
approximate very closely in quality and detail to those
of industry.

Such a capability allows the development of

more sophisticated design thoughts and presents the practical
possibility of true representation at the stage of realization.

When preparing normal

cl~

bonded moulds it is

necessary to rap the pattern in order to release it from
the sand, the draw then allowing removal.

The rapping of

the pattern and the need for draw makes it impossible to
produoe either square faoes or identical components, nraw
is essential in all casting prooesses involving sand and
permanent moulds.

Using a oombination of casting plaster

- 16 -

and investment plaster, it is possible to produce precision
oastings that require no machining, with very accurate
matching vertical facee and undercuts.

-

,

A vinyl or silicon

rubber reversal of the master pattern provides the facility
to produce disposable plaster duplicates of the original.
These sprayed with oellulose and coated with a separating
2

3

agent can be invested in oasting plaster.

On solidifioation

the investments, broken with a 1!IIIIall punch and hammer, can
be easily removed;

the resultant cavity being filled with

the selected alloy.

The use of wax as an investment in schools is
normally associated with centrifugal casting and art forme,
but it is also widely used in industrial precision casting,
4

generally in connection with refractory moulds.
many waxes available dental

5

wax.

Of the

is the easiest to manipulate;

as a three-dimensional tool to develop small scale design
thoughts this is extremely useful.

Proposed die cast parte

modelled in thie way, invested in investment plaster for
gravity oasting in Kayem 12 produce ver,r accurate prototype
oastings aocelerating and simplifying design realization.

Pressure in the mould oan ty greatly improves the
detail of the finished cast.

Thie can be applied either

meohanically, by air, vacuum or steam.

I~

is estimated

that five to ten pounds pressure on the surfaoe of an
'Appendix

V Page 3S.2Appendix
4

Appendix

III

Page 25 .3APpendix III

XIV

Page 54· Appendix

.

5

XV

Page 25·
Page 55'·

- 17 aluminium cast gives a

50%

This prinoipal iB applied

improvement to surface finish.
industrial~

when making matoh
1

plate patterns in herculite metal caBting plaster.

The

insulating properties of herculite and investment plasters
are worthy of note.-not

on~

oan the moulds be used hot, the

heat loss is such that the metal remains molten in the cavity
for relatively long periods allowing ample time for the cast
to be sealed and pressure to be applied.

The design of pressure castings is dependent on
the required oapacity and availability of pressure.

For

2

small work a simple steam press will probably suffice, for
larger casts vacuum plates may b. fitted to existing moulding
3

boxes or a pressure chamber attached to investment moulds.

The pressure source for such castings need be no more sophisticated
than a foot pump with a pressure gauge.

1

A.ppendix

III

Page 25.

2Appendix

XVI

Page 51'

3APpendix

XVI

Page 58.
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CONCLUSION

The unifying factor of the materials and processes
researched lies in the relationships they form with each
other, in solving problems revolving round the production
of patterns, making moulds and filling mould cavities.

Educationally the usefulness of this activity i.
primarily in the area of communication, providing a tool
for three-dimensional thinking, an area 10bere many find
1

great difficulty.

The ability of children to develop thoughts and
communicate them forms the foundation of design thinking.
It is freQ.uently the diffioul ty to communicate rather than
the inability to produce constructive on-going thoughts
that restricts design development.

This is particularly

the case amongst younger and lower ability children.

The

need to be seen to make progress is of paramount importance
in the learning prooess.

The way in which the brief is

2

presented to children, and the selection of the tools for
learning determine, to a large extent, the progress made.

I~

1

ia in this area of design teaohing that

Appendix

2

Appendix

IV Page 27.
IV Page 31.
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mediums capable of producing three-dimensional shapes with
the minimum of manipulation come into their own.

Thoughts

expressed in two-dimensioDs are invariably restricted by
an inability or lack of profioiency in oommunication.
This problem oan be greatly reduoed by the introduction of
three-dimensional aids into the prooess of design thinking.

APPENDICES
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APPENDIX

I

Fosaoo Foundry Services Ltd., of Tamworth,
.'

Staffordshire,have supported the development of foundry
work in sohools for over thirty years.
available on request.

Advice is freely

- 21 -

APPENDIX

n

F1amefast Limited, Pend1ebur,y Industrial Estate,
Uanchester, have developed a number of foundry appliances
specifically for school use.

Their tilting furnace is of

particular interest eliminating the need to remove the
crucible.

This gas and air furnace lacks temperature

oontrol as do all other low cost furnaces;

gas pick up

still remains a problem and olose furnace supervision
is still necessary.

The extraction units produced by

liamefast are both versatile and efficient, a definite
improvement on units normally fitted in schools.

- 22 -

APPENDIX

III

All plasters are manufactured from naturally
ooaurring gypsum mineral.

In the U. K. British gypsum

have the monopoly of its produotion, transport oosts
and short shelf life of the finished produot making
importation impractioal, although small quantities of
speoialized Amerioan and European plasters do find
their way on to the British market.

Plasters are manufactured by one of two
processes.

The simplest and cheapest of these.

produoes the softer 'beta' plasters.

The rock is

crushed, ground, and heated in large kettles to
drive off a peroentage of the water of or,rstaIasation
which is ohemioally bound up in the mineral.

This

prooess is known as oalcination and produoes plasters
with relatively long and irregular shaped cr,rstals.

The hard 'alpha' plasters, produoed under
steam pressure in large autoolaves, have very short
orystals which sit tightly together and require much
less water to obtain a pourable mix.
oostly prooess.

'rhis is a more

- 23 In the 'alpha' process, the crushed gypsum is
first converted into wet slurry.

The slurry is driven

up to production temperature by superheated steam.

This

is then dried very rapidly before chemical set takes
plaoe, resulting in short uniform crystals.

The quality of plaster is also affected by the
purity of the quarried gypsum, which contains variable
amounts of inert impurities.
in three groups;

The gypsum is classified

SUperfine, which is at least 9~ pure!

White, which has a purity between 95jt and 99%;

and

Pink, used mainly for finish plasters in the building
industry, where the purity is between

75% and 83%.

Below this level the mineral is used mainly for
agricultural purposes.

Only the purer grades are used

in the production of 'alpha' plasters.

British Gypsum produce over fifty different
plasters, each formulated to fulfil a particular need.
The basic variations being in hardness, compressive
strength, setting time and their ability to withstand
temperature without structural deterioration.

Some plasters

manufaotured in the U.K. are not sold under the British
Gypsum label.

'l'hese are formulated using British G;ypsum

orystals by other industrial ooncerne.
produoe their speoial foundry plasters.

In this W9J Foseco

- 24 The one oommon characteristic of all plasters is
that they expand on set.

The control of this expansion

is one of the most important factors of the formulation.
The .pdxing of plasters is covered briefly in Appendix

X~\\

pag8~where the importance of clean water and clean
utensils is stressed, together with the need to follow
precisely, the recommended ratio of plaster to water.
The reason for this is not always appreciated by the user.
When a plaster is formulated to fulfil a specific need,
for example, to have an expansion rate to equal the
contraction of a particular casting media, the expansion
will only meet that stated in the specification, if the
recommended proportions of plaster to clean water are
strictly adhered to.

Failure to follow the manufacturers'

recommendation, will lead to changes in expansion,
probable loss of surface detail, lengthening or shortening
of setting time, and changes in hardness and strength.

In many cases, when using plasters in school,
not all of these factors are important.

It is possible

through experience, to increase the hardness by reducing the
water input to the'mix.

In this way, a normal casting plaster

from the school Art Department can be used successfully
for pattern produetion.

- 25
The foundr,y plasters fall into two basic groupings;
firstly those designed to give high oompressive strength,
ooupled with fine surfaoe detail and a oontrolled expansion
rate;

and those formulated to withstand the temperatures

of shell moulds used for precision oasting in the foundr,y.

The precise oonstituents of these plasters are
not generally known, but it is acknowledged that the
hardness of pattern plasters is derived from oeramio
particles, and that reduction in expansion is achieved
through additives that absorb the normal expansion of
the gypsum crystals.

Additives to the high temperature investment
plasters consist of fine refactory fillers and for
Herculite Plaster M.C., used for match plate produotion
in aluminium and zino alloys, refraotory wool fillers
have replaoed the asbestos fibres that were in use until
reoently.

The release of patterns from plasters frequently
poses unnecessary problems.
important.

Correct release agents are

Either Ambersill Formula (1), Strip ooat (1),

both supplied by Foseco, or two or three ooats of warm
patidium jelly, applied to well sealed surfaoes will solve
most problems.

Compressed air, even a bia,role pump, applied

through a small vent to the back of the pattern will assist
in release.

- 26 The importance of the timing of the release is
generally overlooked.

During the cure, the heat produced

ahould be used as an extraction indioator, especially
when' diffioulty is expeoted.

A thermometer placed in a

small hole on the reverse ot the oast will ahow when
temperature starts to fall.

During the rise in temperature

of the cure, excess water is being driven out of the plaster
on to the face of the pattern, this acts as an additional
release agent and has its maximum effect when the oast
reaohes its maximum temperature.

As this begins to fall

the water is re-absorbed into the plaster and is no longer
available to act as a release agent.
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Few children in their early years have the ability
to express themselves coherently when using the writtsn word.
When a rapport is developed. between a child and an adult
Which is appropriate to his age and development, it is
obvious that his oral oapaci ty to express himself is in
excess of his capabilities to cope with similar problems
,

using the written word.
becomes true.

Yet as he' develop3 the converse

It is a well established fact that in later

life the written vocabulary far exceeds that of normal
conversation, and generally becomes far more explicit,
ooncise and expressive.

The complexities of human language take time to
assimilate.

A child first learns to communicate through

sound on his mother's knee, long before co-ordination between
hand and eye is developed to any significant degree.

!'hen

from the gross manipulative skills develop the finer skills
necessary to produce letter shapes, Which have ultimately
to be related to aspects of environment such as touch, taste
smell, sight, sound, shape and colour.

These skills are stored

in the long-term memory and enhance the learning process.

The relationship between the different aspects of
communioation development are dynamio.

Jny one of the oral,

- 28 -

gestural and manipulative areas

m~

be more developed than

the others at different stages of individual learning
patterns, the level of development interchanging.

An analogy between the development of human

language and that of graphio skills oan be dra1lI1.

Graphie

skills generally' lag far behind the vocabulary factor of
expressive language development.

'!'hese skills

m~

never be

used with facility and ease in an individual's lifetime.
The first crude drawinga of small children in tllO-a.imensiOllal
form, with no semblanoe of perspective, illustrate an early'
stage of development.

'!'hie development occurs in most

instances between the age of five and eleven, a cu=ent
illustration of this being the children's weather pictures
on television.

Attempts at three-dimensional pictures

expressed in a two-dimensional form at this stage are the
exception rather than the rule.

Most experienced Art teachers attach little
importance to the development of three-dimensional expression
in this form i.e. single point and two point perspective,
until the age of thirteen.

Only then do they consider that

the majority of the group have the ability to oope with the
concept sufficiently' to be rewarded with success.
of oourse is again a generality.

This

Just as some children

learn to read early', or gain an early' grasp of number, ae

- 29 with other concepts, the ability to express a spatial
awareness can appear earlier or later and, sometimea,
never develops at all.

It is important to realise that ohildren should
not be put under stress by asking them to solve problema
in a way whioh is in advance of their natural development.
There is a logical sequence to developing skills.
must learn to count before he can add number.

A ohild

'1'0 ignore

this sequence would be a folly, leaving the child
floundering, destroying what should be natural enjoyment,
depriving it of the reward of suocess, the satisfaotion
of progresa, and retarding development generally.

In the

same way when problem solving in the design field, ohildren
should not be asked to express themselves in a way whioh
is beyond their oapabilities.

The introduction to

three-dimensional sketohing as a means of expression
should be oo-ordinated to the level of aohievement in
the group i.e. only when the average achievers within the
group have shown that they have some mastery of this mode
of communication.

How should ohildren be asked to oommunioate their
spatial awareness when they are first introduoed to design/
thinking problem solving?

This question is probably best

answered by posing another.

How do childrsn show and first

,

develop their spatial awareness?

,Appendix

XIX

This ia achieved through

Page 68.
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play, first by touoh - the ball is round and slips out
of the fingers;

the toy is soft and easy to hold.

A few

months on and a child begins to co-ordinate hand and eye,
manipulating shapes into matching holes, enjoying the reward
of parental praise.

Cubes placed one on the other form

vertical towers to be quickly demolished.

Geometrical

and abstract shapes in plastic and felt make pictures.
Plasticine is moulded into forms representing futuristio
and prehistoric animals, the more adventuresome develop
Ilro d e lling

1as t er
s kill snp.
i

0

A h'
.
f p
s an d papl.er
mao
e.
sri

Cardboard boxes are transformed into forts, dolls' houses
and oreatures from outer space, and in the supportive
home there is always a rainy day box full of string, paper,
cardboard, glue, beads and materials to make sure things
happen.

Both child and parent reap the reward during this
rapid period of development, the parent by observing the
response to the stimulus given, and the child through his
own development and success, strengthened by the approval
of his audience.

It is not unrealistio to work towards suoh a
8ituation in the Creative Design area, where stimulus and
response lead to mutusl reward, for both teaoher and pupil;
but before considering hoy to approaoh this objective there

- 31
are other considerations to be made.

When attempting to develop spatial awareness, the
way in which the question is posed is of paramount importancs.
Observations suggest that there is frequently a low
correlation between intelligence and the capability of
resolving problems of three-dimensional and two-dimensional
relationships.

In intelligence testing, this fact is

frequently used to detect personnel with possible practical
traits.

It is, therefore, logical, when preparing a brief,

that great care should be taken not to cloud -the issue in
hand in a way that intelligence, rather than the ability
to solve spatial problems, is being tested.

This can be illustrated by posing the same question
in different ways:

1.

Construct an equilateral triangle with side

length of 2Omm; relate this triangle in as many different
ways as you can, forming regular patterns and solid related
shapes, with a quadrilateral A BeD where A D is perpendicular
o

0

to D C, angle DAB is 90 , A B is lOmm and angle BeD 60 and
B C is 6Omm.

- 32 2.
regular

Arrange the shapes illustrated to form

patt~rns

and solid related shapes, either with

duplicates of themselves or each other.

D~------~~~C

3. As above but with an example as a starter e.g.

4. Present the client with a three-dimensional
model of each shapel

Arrange the blocks given to form

regular patterns and solid related shapes either with
duplicates of themselves or each otherl
starter.

and give the same

- 33 -

5. Present the client 'Ni th numerous threedimensional models of each shapel-

arrange the blocks

given to form regular patterns and solid related shapes,
either confining your solutions to one shape or working
in combinations of bothl

and give the same starter.

To test the hypothesis a group of twenty five
post-graduate students were posed the question as set out
in 3.

A pilot study having established that presentation

as in 1 and 2,with a number of olients)required further
olarification;

the addition of the starter seemed to

olarify the issue.
Eaoh
, student worked independently wi thmlt knowledge
that others had performed the BnIDe task.

An

initial time

Umi t of three minutes was set in ordel" to apply an element

ot pressure. At the end of three minutes most seemed to
be struggling for ideasl

,.',,),

,"

at the end of· five miutes, in all

- 34 but three oases, response had come to a halt.

At this stage a further stimuluc was introduoed;
the olient was presented with aocuratelY dimensioned
shapes as in

5 and asked if manipulation of these would

motivate any new thoughts.

Immediately more oomplex

oombinations began to appear.

Up until this point most

olients had oonfined their solutions to oombinations
based on right angles.

When manipulating manually 60°

relationships beoame apparent to all.
notice~le

It was also very

that during phase one of the exeroise, although

oonduoted in a very friendly informal atmosphere on a
one-to-one basis, tension developed under the pressure of
time.

After a period of two minutes a negative statement

was made 'You aren't making muoh headway' this seemed,
in many instances, to bring a reaotion of frustration

and annoyanoe at not being able to progress with what
seemed a simple task.

The tension and frustration disappeared immediately ,
physioal manipulation of the blocka oocurred.

As each olient

prooeeded to discover new oombinations involuntary statements
were made whioh indioated both relief and disbelief at what
now seemed

. ..

SO

obvious •

- 35 The final stimulus
~pplication

VI!Ul

for the shapeSI-

or exhi bi tion area.

to sUGGest

R

practical

display plinths for a sales

~'his promoted nO,"1 thouGhts wi th 5~

of the clients \"uth evidence of more linear davalopmAnt.
Tho main responses are listed in order of frequency.
First
Stimulus.

RESPONSE

START3R.

[si]

Second
Stimulus.
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2
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5
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14

.

6

Third
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F'irst
Stimulus.

So cond
Stimulua.

12

8

4

10

3

8

3

7

15
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10

Third
Stimulu:
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Third
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Stimulus.

Stimulut

6

2

10

8

5

3
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Vinyl moulding matorials are available from a
number of suppliers under different trade names.

Three

grades are generally available with temperatures ranging
o

0

from approximately 140. C to 180 C; the higher temperature
vinyls are more rigid.

All are prepared in the same way

the vinyl block being cut into amall pieces and heated
slowly over a low heat source.

A domestic" non-stick

pan is ideal for this purpose, and a continual stir essential.

The relatively high temperatures involved and the
adhesive nature of molten vinyl make this a very hazardous
process;

it is only suitable for mature children and must

be closely supervised.

Vinyl moulds are ideal for use in

conjunction with plasters, the oily surface makes it
unnecessary to use release agents and the flexibility allows
versatility in design, undercuts presenting no problem. The
mould should be cleaned with soapy water between casts.

Damaged, or worn out moulds, can be recycled up
to thirty times before the loss of elasticity makes the
material ineffective.

Almost any rigid material can be used

as a pattern for mould making, as long as it will withstand
the temperature of the molten vinyl.

Porous materials must

- 39 be well sealed, otherwise the expanding entrapped air will
produce a bubble formation in the mould.

Metal patterns

should be warmed before use to counteract premature chilling
of the vinyl.

Silicone rubber is a much more versatile material
than vinyl mould and safer to handle, eye protection and
disposable gloves,vrorn when adding the catalyst and working
the uncured mixJbeing the only precaution necessary.

The

range of pattern materials is greatly extended when using
silicone rubber.

Wax, for example, is not affected by

the temperature of the cure.

Moulds produced in this

material give much finer detail.

The slow cure, generally

twenty four hours, gives ample time to deaerate the catalized
mix using a vacuum of 29 Hg.

The moulds are much more rigid

and some silicones will withstand temperatures in excess of

4500 C, producing mould cavities sui table to accept low
temperature metals.

Unfortunately the cost of silicone

rubbers is such that their use is not generally viable in
school.

APPENDIX

VI

Pattern making is one of the most demanding
branches of engineering.

The traditional skills of this

trade call for the pattern maker to produce precision
components in timber that retain their dimension and
shape.

They are constructed in such a way that the

end grain of the timber is never exposed to the surface
of the pattern.

To achieve this, laminated constructions
exposing only the side grain of the timber form the
basis of all pattern structures.

The

~ajority

these are produced from cheese shaped segments
illustrated below.

-----

--'---"" Difection

-

...

of~9~tal='n.'--

--------..:..-~-

--- ._ ......._...-

-------..

----

of

- 41 These are glued together in

l~ers

and secured with screws.

/Dl'"+i!-----End grain

:::::.,t-_--Side grain

When the glue has dried the screws are removed trom consecutive
laminations and replaced with wooden pegs.

Such a shape when

turned is very stable, shrinkage leading to dimensional
changes and distortion is impossible.

Similar constructions

are used in the construction of non-cylindrical shapes.

The material costs of patterns made in this

w~

is

very economical, and where aocurate long life patterns are
required in schools it is advisable to adopt these well
established principles.

Industrially these labour intensive

methods of pattern making have led to the consideration of
alternative materials.

Epoxy resins are easily cast into

- 42 intricate shapes, have a very high shock resistance, are
dimensionally stable and are easily blended with metal
fillers.

These qualities make them ideally suited for

pattern production;

reproduction;

and for press tools,

used in conjunction with high volume mould and core manufacture.

The use of such material now makes many aspects of
the craft a semi-skilled operation, but the cost of Epoxy
resins is such that they are outside the range of materials
available for schools.

Similar processes, however, can be

developed using hard casting plasters for mould and cora
making in schools.

,-, '.

;.',

,"

i -

__ , . .

"r-" ,,"' -.
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Plasticine and similar modelling media are ver,y
useful to illustrate the basic properties of metals, their
o

behaviour vdthin the temperatures of 0
similar to many metals.

0

to 70 C being

They ";how increase in malleability

with increase of temperature, and demonstrate simply

hot

and cold shortness across the heat treatment range.

strips of plasticine rolled together, when
sectioned, illustrate the grain flow of bent and forged
metals, elasticity and stress fractures being easily
demonstrated.

Prototype castings are easily modelled in these
materials, with a fair degree of accuraoy, and when
refrigerated are sufficiently firm to mould in normal
foundr,y sand.

- 44 APPENDIX
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British Gypsum produce fine casting plaster for
use

,~n

schools.

This is ideal for simple carving and

casting work, and is an.llable in 50kg quanti ties.

Some

cf the more expensive 'alpha' plasters are supplied in
2kg packs.

Foundry plasters are available in 25kg sacks

and like all plasters have a short shelf life.

This is

a manufacturer's safeguard, and where industrial users
are concerned with very olose quality oontrol, this is
of paramount importanoe.

But this should not deter

8chools from purchase,With careful storage, the recommended
shelf life can be tripled without any detectable loss
in quality.
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IX

Water Fillable Polyester Resin is generally
referred to as W. F. P.

,.

This is a very exciting and

~

versatile material with considerable potential in
many areas of' craft and Design eduoation •

. W.F.P. resins are special polyester resins Which
are readily emulsifiable with water and when cured are
whi te in oolour.

They oan be readily oast produoing

exoellent detail, in a variety of mould oavities.
vinyl range of moulding media is very sui table.
oan be oast into W.F.P.

The
W.F.P.

The degree of' extension oan be

varied, a one-to-one ratio of' water to resin being
reoommended.

Fillers will further increase the volume

and add hardness and rigidity to the cured resins.

Caloium

carbonate is ideal but does lead to some deterioration
in machining qualities.

When emulsified with water on a one-to-one basis,
the cured resin has excellent working properties, responding
equally well to the hand and machine tools associated with
both weod and metal working processes •

•• F.P. has been used in the Aerospace Industry
for some years for proving N.C. Tapes prior to release for

~:;

'-,,:: I;'~";-"'r'~ :"-,, '.""~"'."~.\l ,~. ~\.'~<': :·.I.~.l
.,.
.'.' ," ..

~t>,· '._ ;'.-",: r):'"!~h;'.'; •.

':L",,·.:..: ...
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Plate I.

The ribbon-like swarf of W.F.P.

- 46 production, when fine detail machining runs are being
tested.

One of its unique properties is that the water

captivated within the cured resin acts as coolant , lubri cant,

.•

and binder, producing ribbon-like

Sll'arf'.

(Plate 1 )

Thus

~

the health hazards generally associated with the maohining

ot polymers and high density urethanes do not occur. This
i8 of vital significance in schools where extraction systems
for airborne dust are virtuall7 non-existent.

Production of rounds, squares, flats and irregular
blanks for maohining or bench manipulation, with the minimum
of waste, presents no problem.

These are easily cast in

simple cardboard moulds.

The cost of W.F.P. is such that its use 1I'Ould cut
signifioantly capital expenditure, reducing the consumption
of both steel and timber.

The recommended shelf life of W.F.P. is six months.
If after this period reain remains, it should be emulsified
and oast into stock sizes for future use.

- 47 The oontrolled use of this material in sohools
would lead to

•

1-

1.

Reduction in material oosts.

2.

Reduction in tool damage and tool wear •

3.

Inorease in safety to inexperienced maohinists.

4.

Reduoed maohine m,aintenanoe.

5.

Increase in confidenoe of the trainee operator.

W.F.P. is manufactured by Scott Bader Synthetio
Resins Ltd., and only supplied in industrial quantities.
Authority bulk buying and distribution, however, could
easily make it available to sohools.

In many respeots this is a superior teaching
material to steel and at the current market prioe one twelfth
of the oost.

"Toysteel" reoently marketed by Denford Maohine
Tools, for use in school is currently three times the price
of W.F.P.

This is a very inferior material with a very

limited applioation, and, in the absenoe of effioient
extraotion units a health hazard.
savere irritation.

Urethane duet oan causa

- 48 APPENDIX
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When aluminium is cast into aluminium a heavy
carb~n o~

plumbago deposit is necessary to prevent mould

scorch.

Speedy ejection is essential (within seconds of
solidification), shrinkage oocrurs very rapidly and unless
removed the oast will cling to the oavi ty and shrinkage
oracking will oocrur.

Ejeotion pins strategioally placed

will effect this ejection, as illustrated below, and in
the aocompanying video.

The weight of the mould on the foundry

floor is generally sufficient to operate the pins.

A P PEN D I X

XI

Sand cores can be used very effectively in
conjunction with permanent metal moulds;

•

bushes are

easily cast in situ· and casts can be made round fixed
components.

See acoompanying video for illustration of

these techniques.
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Rese~roh
,

.

Early in the 1960's

~he

XII

International Lead Zino

Organisstion reoognised the need for a sino alloy

that would be aooeptable for use in the gravity oasting
field.

Copper and aluminium alloys were already widely used,

but the zino compositions available required rapid cooling
to develop

sa~isfaotor,y

meohanioal properties.

These were

only suitable for high volume die oastings, where the steel
dies, sometimes water oooled, ensured rapid solidifioation
resulting in the small grain size neoessar,y for mechanioal
strength.

The two sponsor laboratories and the one oontraotoral
laborator,y involved in the researoh projeot reached

agreemen~

on the superior properties of a new zino gravity oasting
alloy ....hioh became known as ILZRO 12.

The findings were

published in April 1966 in a paper prepared by Mr. Donald C.
Hensohaft, the metallurgical project manager for ILZRO inc.

This alloy, unlike standard zinc oompositions used
for die oasting, was relatively insensitive to oooling rate,
and ....hen gravity oast, developed meohanioal properties
olosely duplioating those of pressure oast zino alloys.

!hese

oharaoteristios, plus lower oosts when oompared to oopper
based alloys, suggested three possible areae of applioation,

- 51these were listed in the paper aSI1.

Replacement fcr more costl7 gravity oasting
in oast brass or bronze alloys.

•

2.

Use as a prototype alloy to prove out design
feasibility of die oast zino alloys.

3. Limited produotion runs where Cluanti ties
preoluds the use of pressure die oasting.

In these areas ILZRO 12 proved outstanding beoause of its
exoellent oastability, maohinability, ease of finishing and
the ability to reproduoe fine mould detail.

~he

12Al;

optimum nominal oomposition of the alloy was

0.75 CU;

O.02il!g with the balanoe made up of zino.

ILZEO 12 was not produoed on a oommeroial soale,
but as a direot result of the researoh programme a number
of aimilar alloys were launohed.

lI:azak Ltd. now market KAYEM 12 whioh is vsry similar
in oomposition to ILRZO 12 with virtually identioal properties.
Cost oompares favourabl7 with

LM4 & tM6 b.r

weight, but with

a muoh greater density it is more expensive.

Its reoyling

oapaoity, however, is suoh that muoh of the initial oost ia
offset.

I~s

low metal 10s8 and low melting oosts further

reduoe expenditure.

It produoes virtuall7 no fumes and

- 52 with sensible foundry oare extraction units are unnecessar,y.
Sand, casting plaster, high temperature

~ilicone

rubber, and

permanent moulds all make aoceptable oavities and no fluxing
trea\ment is neoessar,y.

It exhibits exoellent fluidity at

475 ° 0 and the relatively high aluminium oontent reduces
dross to almost n11.

'rhs long freezing range allsviates most

shrinkage porosity and there is no gas piok up beloy 520°0.

These faotors make this alloy ideally suited for
use in schools.
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Where small accurate 'as cast' components are
re~uired

•

in sohool, a viable

techni~ue

is to invest

disposable patterns, made in foundry or other available
'alpha' plasters, in investment plaster.

Suoh disposable patterns are easily made in vinyl
moulding materials, or even more accurately in eilioone
rubber moulds.

These, when sealed, can in turn be invested

in investment plaster, removal being facilitated by carefully
breaking the plaster patterns and blOwing out the pieces
with a compressed air jet.

In this way perfectly mating

cas tings can be produced, draw on the pattern not being
necessary;
technique.

even small undercuts are possible using this

- 54 A P PEN D I X
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One of the values of investmsnt plaste r lies in
its ,capability to accept high temperatures.

This provides

the f aci lity to pour met al into hot moulds.

Where alloys

such as KAYEM 12 are involved that are not ai'fected by a
slow co oling rate, the insulating properties of the plaster
prevent rapid solidification.

The charge rem ains molten

for long periods giving ample time for atmosp heric or
v a cuum pressure to be applied, resulting in surface finish
and fine det ai l not otherwise po ssible.
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The industrial use of waxes as a pattern for
preoision investment casting in ceramic moulds is a fast
developing technology.

Miorofusion, based in Gennevilliera,

France, with branches world wide, are one of the leaders
in this field.

With thiB process eoonomical high volume production
ia possible with many technical a dvantages.

Camplete

suppression of machining and the casting of components,
which have been traditionally forged or fabricated, is
now commonpl a ce, allowing design engineers a much greater
latitude of t hought.

In the past t hirty years the process has progress ed

to the use of much more sophistica ted alloys.

In 1973

(after a three year research programme) titanium based alloys
became a commercially exploitable proposition, and such alloys
are noy used extensively by ffiicrofusion in the production of
high class castings for the Aerospace industry. 'Aa cast'
turbine blades, for example, are noy produced in this way.

Waxes used in conjunction with this and similar

processes vary considersbly in hardness.

This iB of little

oonsequence when seleoting .axe. for use in school, any
available injection or dental wax will meet all requirements.

- 56 Dental wax can be worked with considerable prscision .
Frequent immersion in oold water is necessary to maintain
ri gidity when working , and comple t ed patterns, awaiting
investment, should be stored in

wa~r .

With pra ctise

,

a very lUgh glaze oan be imparted to wax patterns by r otating
them close to a naked flame.

25di .M/S
Locate & WA" "'--

InlM&tJ ..wat

CYIlndor
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STEAM PRESS
FOR
INVESTMENT CASTING
(F lg .D
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The basic ooncept of pressure oasting ie fre quen tly
misunderstood . The high pressures involved in die casting
•
give rise to doubts in connection with workshop safety.

To be affective the pressures involved in this
pro cess Deed only be very small;

minus five or plus five

atmospheres being sufficient to give significant benefits.

Such pressures can be applied by centrifugal force,
a process generally associated with precious metals, by
steam, vacuum, or air .

By far the simpl est technique is a steam press
as illustrated in Figure I. The investment chamber is removable
for stoving and positioned by locating pins on the base plate .
The loose lid which is raised and lowered by the lever,
oaptivates a pad of cerami c wool .

This is moistened with

water and lowered on to the charged ch amber, pressure being
exerted by the expanding steam as the moistened pad contacts
the molten metal in the sprue.

The design of pressure casting systems i& very much
a matter for the individual, the size of the investment
chamber being the determining factor.

This must be stoved

- 58a -

Pntssure

SlIcone Rubber

Foundry P .....r

Silicone Rubber

Chember

,

LOW PRESSURE OR VACUUM
(FIII.n)

- 58 in an oven capable of 7ocfc.

The capacity of the oven,

therefore, dictates overall dimension s.

The system

illust r ated in Figure 11 is de.signed for both vacuum
and air cas ting.

When air is use d the bottom ohamber is removed.
The investment chamber is gene r ally used hot at a
temperature just below that of the molten charge, the
pressure chamber is seoured to the InvBstment chamber,
a high temp erature s ilicone rubber ring f orming an
airtight seal.

Note the tapered Herculite plaster lining,

this al l ows removal without damage s hould thers be any
overf low of metal in the ris er.

A cerami c diaphragm is

generally recommended between the chambers, scored with
a central cross.

This holds the charge of mo lten metal.

In this cas e the top chamber should be pre-heated.

When

charged and sealed pr essure is appli ed, this ruptures
the diaphragm , molten metal ents ring t he mould cavity .
Pressure s hould be maintained during the period of
s olidification.

I~

practice the use of a diaphragm

fre ~uently

causes problems1ceramic inclusions may be washed into the
solidify'ing casting or the diaphragm may fail to rupture.
A pour directly into the pre-heated mould avoids Buoh
proble.. , and the insulating nature of the investment
plaster gives ample time to secure the top of the pressure

- 59 chamber and apply pre ssure before t he onse t of s olidification .

Should a vacuum system be pref e rred the bottom
chambe r is secured, r educti on of pr ossure occurring
simult an eously from both s ides of the investment chamber,
the porous nature of the investment f a cilitating extraction
of air through the pl aster.
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The pressure die casting process produces accurate ly
dimensioned parts by forcin g molt en metal under pressure
into split metal dies which ar.e opened, allowing rapid
ejection via strategically placed ejection pins.

The

principle was established well over a hundred years ago,
the first patent being taken out in 1849 by Sturgiss.

At this time alloys of lead and tin provided
the charge;

although the se were easy to cast their

limitations of low mechanical strength presented severe
limitations on their use.

The extension of the technique as a commercially
viable propo sition was delayed until the development of
strong alloys suitable for die casting .

High melting

point alloys Vlere tried but were too severe on the
expensive steel dies.
Dependable zinc alloys were developed in the early
1920's.

Brauer & Peirce discovered that the impurities

tin, lead and cadmium were the root cause of the disadvantqges
from which the zinc alloys were suffering.

When the comme rcial

production of zino of purity exce eding 99.9 ~ began in
1930 really stable zino alloys Vlere produced.
oontent was reduced down to

The manganese

0.04%. This still off-set the
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effect of any trace elements of tin , l ead and cadmium and
in addition improvod the hot shortness that had been a
problem with alloys with highe r mangano se cont ent, the
r esultant ca stings being f ar le ss liable to crack when hot.
The zinc alloy u sed in die cas ting t oduy cont a ins approximately

4%alumini um

and O.04~ magnesium, its compo sition being

strictly cont roll ed by Bri t ish Standards .

Zinc i s by far the most widely u sed die ca sting
metal.

When subjected to the hi gh injection pre ssur e s of

indust ri a l production it produces castings of fin e detail
fini sh and dimensional accuracy and the rapid chill in the
die cavity ensures a solidified structure of small grain
size and optimum strength.

In the school envi ronment such a proce ss has
little or no application but a numbElr of the principl es
and the alloys involved have a pl ace in the eduoa tional
field, and a working knowledge of them is helpful in
developing design thoughts.

Zinc alloys present fe wer health

hazards than many of the other metals smel ted in schools.
The melt should be r apid , the furnace and pot being pre-heated
before char ged.

Care should be taken not to exceed the

recommended pouring t emperature, as gas pick up l eading to
o

porosity occurs at around 520 C and con s tant sup ervi sion

- 62 of the melt i s , therefore , essential.

Where a thermostatically

controll ed furnace is not available , the crucible should be
r emoved on r eachi ng the recommended pouring temperature.
If l eft in the furnace, even after

close-do~m,

the residue

of heat vdll cause unnecessary tempe r ature rise.

Mazak 3 produced for the pressure die casting
industry is suitable for u se in schools.

Its melting

co sts are low - there is very low metal loss, Virtually
no dross;

de gassing is not necess a r y , cas tings are clean,

providing good detail;

it is rel ative ly free from shrinkage

and gas porosity , there is no gas

•

p~ck

0

up below 520 C, it is

easy to machine and with chromate primer takes a paint finish
wall;

it is corrosion re sistant and has more than adequate

ten si le s tr ength and hardness, all this providing it is
cast in metal mould cavity, and rapid chill ensues.

Sru1d

is an environment tot ally unsuitable for this alloy.

The pre cision steel dies u sed industrially,
frequently costing tens of thousands of pounds to produce,
captivate the mol ten metal under hi gh pressure so pr ecise ly
that flash i s almost non-existent.

In school this precision

is not possible and the pressure is not desirable.

Vie must,

therefore,rely on gravity if zinc is to be cast in schools.
The quick chill must come from permanent metal moulds.
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Plate 4.

Plate

5.

The colour coding of patterns.

An

odd side pattern .
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These are easily made by a reversal process u sing
foundry plasters and existing patterns.
are generally av ai l ab le in schools;

A variety of these

some are more easily

adapt od than oth ers.

The simpl est patterns have draw from one face
only (Pl a te 4), note the colour co de ;

this is British Standard.

The r ed repre sent s the main body of the casting;

the black

repre sent s the core prints which locate the cores and the
yellow indicate s the surfsces to be machined - all important
inform ation to the moulder .

The odd side p atterns have draw in two dire ctions
and the parting line is not always in the same plane .

The

moulding of these is a little more difficult and involves
setting up the pattern fir s t in a throwaway box. (Plate 5)

The pattern locat ed by brass dOVlels (Plate 6) is
known ss the s plit pattern .

The cope sided half vdth the

femal e locations is moulded first with its mating side
removed.

Most split patterns can be mO'..lnted on plates.
This is frequently done indu s trially to speed the moulding
process;

to reduce the amount of skill r equired in moulding,

Pl ate 6.

Pl ate

7.

A simple Split pattern .

An

aluminium match pl a te patte rn.

- 64 or to a dapt the pattern for ma chine moulding .

The pl ate

fit s be t we en the f a ces of the moulding boxes Ilnd forms no
part of the mould.

These plate patterns are the most

convenient patterns to use when making plaster r eversals
to mould and cast permanent metal moulds for u,se in schools.
The illustration (Plate? ) is in fact a match plate pattern,
BO

ca lled because it is the copy of an existing plate

patte rn.

This particular match plate is cast in LM6,

but could be made with equal success in a variety of reeins
or VIi th a foundry plaster some of which are capable of
holding very hi gh compressive lo ads.

A further advantage

of pr esenting patterns to children in this form is that
the originals, which may have taken many hours to produce
are not subjected to the ravages of the novice moulder.

When preparing a plate pattern for a plaster
reversal to produce a permanent mould, it may be necessary
to extend the plate in order to build in the pouring
system. (Plate 8)

As a general rule the ingate should

be at the lowest point of the mould cavity and the riser
at the highest.

In this way the air in the mould cavity

is expelled by the natural displacement of the metal.

A

pouring and fee cnng system such as this produces a more
versatile mould allowing a numb er of different alloys
to be considered to fill the cavity.

Once the pouring

system is incorporated in the plate pattern it shOUld be
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Plate 8 .

A pl a t e patt ern f or a l'erm anent mould.
Note built-i n pouring sys t em .

Plate 9.

Pl at e pat ter n , prepar ed for a ca st in foundry
pl ast er.

- 65 surrounded by a fr ame, and seal ed in re a diness t o accept
the pl aster.

(Pl ate 9 )

The Patrix r ange of p l a st er s supplied by Foseco
Ltd. ar e specially designed for foun dry work.

Their use

is clearly Get out in the Fose co l eafl e t number M9.

As

,nth all types of plasters for the bes t results the
mixing r a tio of plaster to wate r ehould be strictly adhered
to.

Patrix 1, Patrix 2 and Patrix 100 are all suitable
for u s e in schools.

They all mix in wate r and set with high

dimensi onal accura cy.

With Patrix 1 expansion is negligible;

with Patrix 2 and Patrix 100 the sli ght expansion is of
little consequence for the degree of accuracy required.
Patrix 100 is the hardest of the r ange and fo r this reason
is arguably the best for educational use.

When mixing plasters cleanline ss is e sse ntial.
Dirty water and dirty utensils will affe ct both expansion
and setting time;

plaster should a lways be adde d to the

water in the correct ratio, neve r vice versa, and allowed
to so ak for the prescribed time, generally one minute.

Stir

from the bottom, preferably with the hands avoiding turbulenoe,
whioh would lead to the entrapment of air and a porous
structure.

The pour into the mould, coated with a stripping

- 66 agent ( St ri pcoat 1 or Ambersil l 1 are both suit able) should
take pl a ce within five minutes of mixing and be smooth and
steady aW8¥ from the import ant detail of the oas t.

Gentle

t apping of the mould prior to the i niti a l se t will r e l eas e
any air bubbl es whi ch may have been trapped .

All the Patrix plasters have appr oxj.mately t he
s ame se tt ing time and can be r emoved from the mould after
one hour.

At this s t age the plaster i s soft and can be

patched if necessary, and carved with sase, making any minor
alt e r a tion s or r epairs possibl e .

After drying with fr e e

circul ati on of air fo r twenty four hour s the compr ession
o

strength can be i mproved furth e r by stoving at 60 C for
one hour.

With careful u se and
cured plast ers is many years .

storag~

the lifs of these

To ensure this the manufactursrs

recommend that they be coated vdth shellac and stored in
air-ti ght containers .

An alterna tive to thi s is a cellulose spray.

This

has the additional advantage of improving the surface finish.
Sealed in this w8¥, even stored on open shelves, plasters
have still been perfectly sound after a fifteen year period.
After two ye a rs t hey are subject to a detectable dime nsional
change, but this is of little con se quence in sohool.

•
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Plate 10.

A sink in t he back of a permanent mould reduces
the bulk and g ive s a more uniform cross section
of metal .

Plate 11.

The u se of feedol. e li minates the need for l ar ge
fe eders, effectively incre asj.ng the capacity of
the crucible .

- 67 The mouldin g of t he pattern is strai ght forward .
Lifting p l a tes can be cast into the back of the pl aster, but
this i s not neces sary;

with a sensible draw on it s edge its

ovm wei ght will l eave it on the mouldin g board when the box
is lifted .

The main problem in schoo l

round the bulk of the casting.

gene r a l~y

r evo lves

This is fr equently such that

the capa city in the crucible is close to its limit and short
runs become a possibility .

Casting sinks in the backs of the

plasters can often overcome this . (Plate \0 )

This has the

added advantage of givin g a more uniform cross-section to
the cast ing resulting in fewer shrinkage and warping problems.

Shrinkage problems, during the solidification of
aluminium, have in r e cent ye ars been greatly r educed .

The

foundryman's old adage that t he weight of metal f eeding the
casting should equal that in the mould cavi ty no lon ger applies.
Exothermic burns in the risers activated by the applica tion of
feedol, maintain a liquid head to the fre e zing met al and
eliminate the need for huge risers .
in (Pl atel ~ )

This is well illustrated

Note the relatively heavy section of the cast

and the small risers .

The cas ting is sound throughout and the

top surface is perfectly flat, showing no sign of shrinkage.
The use of feedol effectively increases the crucible volume
in exce ss of 25~ making more metal available to fill the mould
oavity and loss scrap to recycle.
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XVIII

Damage to patterns i s an ever prese nt prob l em in

all foun drie s , and in school t he novic e moulder i s capable
of cau s ing irrepar able damage even when cl ose l y supervised .
I to is advisab l e to u s e a lumi ni um copie s wheneve r pract ical.
Where dimension a l ac curacy i s i mpo rt ant a double shrinkage
allowanc e shoul d be made on the ori gin al patt ern .

Very a ccurat e

copi es of existing patte rn s are eas ily made in norma l s and
moulds, an oil sand facing will produce even finer surface
de t a il.

The producti on of a l uminium patterns i s common
industri a l practice .

These are generally in the form of

match pl ate patterns.

Indust ri a lly these are frequently

cast in Her culite Me tal Casting Pl aster in conjunction
\Vi th a low pressure chambe r.

process.

Thi s is not a very viable

The casting plaster i s not avail able in small

quantiti es and the cost of the l engthy stoving n ecessary
for success makes it s general u s e uneconomical.

Gravity

sand ca s t pl at e patte rn s are more tha n adequa te f or u s e
wi th children.

The plate patterns produced for the pro ducti on of
permanent metal moulds explained in AppendixXVl1 are a lso
useful to r eproduce in thi s

w~ .

The se alulDinium p l ate s,

.- 69 \nth the pour i ng system incorpor ated , can be u se d to
illu s trat e a numb e r of casting processes .

They provide

the facility to make sholl moulds u s ing oil bound, self
setting ) C02 core 6an(16 , and casting plasters.
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XIX

Where foundry work is practised in suhools ,
patterns re presenting hundreds of hours of \'Iork frequ en tly
languish in cupboards, or gatherin g dust on store room
shelves.

As a teaching ai d these are invalu ab le and

should be made available for children to handle.

The

drawing office is the obvious place for this to occur .
The ability to visualize the reversal of a mould cavity
in corporating cores and overhangs should be encouraged;
t asks involving the translation of such mould cavities
into the r esultant casting, through

ortho g~aph ic

and

three-dimensional representation help to develop
three-dimensional awareness.

The availabiJ.i ty of cost

effective materials, such as Water Fillable Polyester
Resins and their bulk fillers, presents the opportunity
to prepare realistic aids representing a wide range of
compl ex moulding cavities for children to
tran s l ate.

h~~d le

and

Only by f amiliarisation can they b egin to

understand the concept of an aspect of design thinking
that i s too frequently i gnored.
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Open mould for patrix cast.

Mould closed ready

Note recesses to give

to accept plaster .

uniform metal section .

Plaster pattern for

Reverse of plaster pattern

permanent metal mould.

showing sinks to

Wooden pattern removed.

e~ualise

metal section.
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Casting the inside of
shell mould in W.E.P .

Cast complete, with pattern,
also in W. E.P., removed.
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Completed shell mould in

W.E.P. , note thickness
gauges - small brown dots.

Traditional shell mould
in laminated timber.
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Very fine detail is possible

The ring on the left located

in W.E . P .

pn a W.E.P . pattern .

W.E . P . can be worked by all hand and
machine tools:

note the shavings

made by this smoothing plane .

Mould for bench end made in
G.R .P . and timber. Impression
~f school crest taken from
plasticine original.

Concrete cast f r om mould
on the left.
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Wrought iron forging of stylized Impala,
on clay plinth, later used as a pattern
to cast brass base.

Permanent metal mould in LM6 - reeultant
castings, resting in mould cavity, made in KAYEM 12.
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Time lapse film in progress, illustrating the use of
three dimensional tools to develop design thoughts .

Ornamental planting pillar.
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Further design thoughts (garden furniture) - motivated
by the use of three dimensional aids.
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Lost wax gravity casting in

KAYEM

12

Wax sculpture of the above for

Wax for stylized Impala ready

investment nearing completion.

for investment; note built in
feeder to horns and body.

